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Abstract

Radiocarbon (14C) is commonly used as a tracer of the carbon cycle to determine how fast carbon moves between different

reservoirs such as plants, soils, rivers or oceans. However such studies mostly emphasize the mean value (as Δ14C) of an

unknown probability distribution. We introduce a novel algorithm to compute Δ14C distributions from knowledge of the age

distribution of carbon in compartmental systems at equilibrium. Our results demonstrate that the shape of the distributions

might differ according to the speed of cycling of ecosystem compartments and their connectivity within the system, and are

mostly non-normal. The distributions are also sensitive to the variations of Δ14C in the atmosphere over time, as influenced by

the counteracting anthropogenic effects of fossil-fuel emissions (14C-free) and nuclear weapons testing (bomb 14C). Lastly, we

discuss insights that such distributions can offer for sampling and design of experiments aiming to capture the precise variability

of Δ14C values in ecosystems.
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Abstract16

Radiocarbon ( 14 C) is commonly used as a tracer of the carbon cycle to determine how fast17

carbon moves between different reservoirs such as plants, soils, rivers or oceans. However18

such studies mostly emphasize the mean value (as ∆ 14 C) of an unknown probability dis-19

tribution. We introduce a novel algorithm to compute ∆ 14 C distributions from knowledge20

of the age distribution of carbon in compartmental systems at equilibrium. Our results21

demonstrate that the shape of the distributions might differ according to the speed of cy-22

cling of ecosystem compartments and their connectivity within the system, and are mostly23

non-normal. The distributions are also sensitive to the variations of ∆ 14 C in the atmosphere24

over time, as influenced by the counteracting anthropogenic effects of fossil-fuel emissions25

(14 C-free) and nuclear weapons testing (bomb 14 C). Lastly, we discuss insights that such26

distributions can offer for sampling and design of experiments aiming to capture the precise27

variability of ∆ 14 C values in ecosystems.28

Plain Language Summary29

Radiocarbon is a radioactive isotope of carbon prominent in environmental sciences for30

tracing the dynamics of ecosystems, especially as recent changes in atmospheric radiocar-31

bon allow tracking excess 14 C created by weapons testing in the atmosphere on timescales32

shorter what than can be determined using radioactive decay. For climate changing mitiga-33

tion, a crucial uncertainty is the time carbon captured through the photosynthesis spends34

in ecosystems before being released. For this purpose, radiocarbon can be valuable as a35

biological tracer; however, it is necessary to accurately link the real age of carbon and its36

radiocarbon age, as they usually differ. Forests and soils systems are open systems, con-37

necting components with intrinsically different cycling timescales, so that the mean age is38

representing an age distribution that is not normally distributed. Here we developed an39

algorithm to compute the 14 C contents for models consisting of multiple interconnected car-40

bon pools. Our approach, offers more accurate estimations of the mean 14 C content of the41

system and computations of the distribution of 14 C within the system at different points in42

time. From the results we can have more insights into the dynamics of the carbon cycle and43

how to better design experiments to improve model-observations comparisons.44

1 Intro duction45

Radiocarbon ( 14 C) is a valuable tool for studying dynamical processes in living systems.46

In particular, radiocarbon produced by nuclear bomb tests in the 1960s has been used in47

many contexts as a tracer for the dynamics of carbon in different compartments of the48

global carbon cycle, including the atmosphere, the terrestrial biosphere, and the oceans49

(Goudriaan, 1992; Jain et al., 1997; Randerson et al., 2002; Naegler et al., 2006; Levin50

et al., 2010). As a biological tracer, radiocarbon can be used to infer rates of carbon51

cycling in specific compartments, and to infer transfers among interconnected compartments.52

Therefore, radiocarbon is used as a diagnostic metric to assess the performance of models of53

the carbon cycle (Graven et al., 2017), and new datasets are now emerging to incorporate54

radiocarbon in model benchmarking (Lawrence et al., 2020).55

Carbon cycling in biological systems can be represented using a particular class of56

mathematical models called compartmental systems (Sierra et al., 2018). As carbon enters57

a system such as the terrestrial biosphere, it is stored and transferred among a network58

of interconnected compartments such as foliage, wood, roots, soils, and other organisms.59

Compartmental systems represent the dynamics of carbon as it travels along the network of60

compartments (Rasmussen et al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2018), and provides information about61

the time carbon spends in particular compartments and the entire system (Rasmussen et62

al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2017). Although there seems to be a direct relation between the time63

carbon spends in a compartmental system and its radiocarbon dynamics, few studies relate64

both concepts.65
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An open compartmental system contains inflows and outflows different from zero (Jacquez66

& Simon, 1993). Timescales in open compartmental systems are usually characterized by67

the concepts of age and transit time (Bolin & Rodhe, 1973; Rasmussen et al., 2016; Sierra68

et al., 2017). In open systems such as the biosphere, the incorporation and release of car-69

bon occurs continuously, but it is possible to define the concept of age as the time elapsed70

since carbon enters the compartmental system until a generic time. The transit time can71

be defined as the time the carbon needs to travel through the entire system, i.e., the time72

elapsed between carbon entry until its exit.73

In order to estimate these time metrics from 14 C measurements, a model linking both74

carbon and radiocarbon dynamics is required. Thompson and Randerson (1999) have used75

impulse response functions from compartmental models to obtain ages, transit times, and76

time-dependent radiocarbon dynamics. However, this approach is computationally expen-77

sive and can introduce numerical errors if simulations are not long enough to cover the78

dynamics of slow cycling pools.79

Explicit formulas for age and transit time distributions in compartmental systems have80

been recently developed (Metzler & Sierra, 2017). These formulas do not introduce nu-81

merical errors and can describe entire age distributions of carbon for specific pools and82

for the entire compartmental system. These age distributions suggest that radiocarbon in83

compartmental systems may consist of a mix of different values, i.e., compartments could84

be described in terms of radiocarbon distributions that relate the relative proportion of85

carbon with a particular radiocarbon value. However, until now, radiocarbon is reported86

and modeled as a single quantity, rather than the mean of an underlying distribution.87

Knowledge of the distribution of 14 C overlaid on the 12 C distribution (C mass) in a88

compartmental system might give important insights on the model structure that better fits89

existing data. For example, by comparing the signature of radiocarbon in the pools and90

their outfluxes, we get insights on the size of the pool model that describes the ecosystem.91

Conversely, empirical knowledge of the radiocarbon distribution of a particular system, can92

play a significant role in determining the most appropriate model to describe a system.93

Model-data comparisons using radiocarbon are made more complex by the fact that94

atmospheric 14 C is continuously changing. This is particularly important after the 1960s95

when the nuclear bomb tests liberated large amounts of thermal neutrons to the atmosphere,96

contributing to the formation of radiocarbon (bomb 14 C). In addition, large quantities of97

fossil-fuel derived carbon ( 14 C-free) have been emitted to the atmosphere, diluting the at-98

mospheric radiocarbon signal and producing a fast decline of radiocarbon values in recent99

years (Graven et al., 2017). Therefore, we would expect a different radiocarbon distribution100

for every year in a compartmental system.101

Obtaining a simple and accurate method to estimate radiocarbon distributions as a102

function of the year of observation is, therefore, of great interest for experimental and103

modeling studies.104

The main objective of this manuscript is to introduce a method to obtain distributions105

of radiocarbon in compartmental systems at steady-state. In particular, we ask the fol-106

lowing research questions: (i) How do distributions of radiocarbon change over time as a107

consequence of changes in atmospheric radiocarbon? (ii) How do empirical data compare108

to these conceptual radiocarbon distributions? (iii) What insights can these distributions109

provide for experimental and sampling design for improving model-data comparisons by110

capturing the entire variability of ∆ 14 C values?111

The manuscript is organized as follows: First, we provide the necessary theoretical112

background to obtain age and transit time distributions from compartmental systems. Sec-113

ond, we describe an algorithm that computes radiocarbon distributions for particular years114

using an age or a transit time distribution and an atmospheric radiocarbon curve. Third,115

we present an application of our algorithm to a soil compartmental system addressing the116
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research questions above. Finally, we discuss our results in the context of other applications117

and potential new insights from our approach.118

2 Age and transit time distributions in compartmental systems119

2.1 Compartmental systems120

Compartmental systems describe the temporal dynamics of matter as it travels through121

a network of compartments until its final release from the system. A set of compartments122

is translated mathematically as a set of linear or non-linear ordinary differential equations123

(ODE), whose solutions are the amount of matter in each compartment at a certain time.124

We will consider here linear autonomous compartmental systems, characterized by the125

mass of carbon at time t in m compartments as the vector x(t ). The mass of carbon in the126

compartments changes over time according to the following expression127

d x(t )

dt
= ẋ(t ) = u + A x(t ); x(t = 0) = x0; (1)128

where the vector u represents the inputs of carbon into the system, and the m × m com-129

partmental matrix A contains in its diagonal entries the cycling rates of the compartments,130

while the off-diagonal entries consist of the transfer rates among them. In particular, the131

compartmental matrix in most ecosystem carbon models has an internal structure reflecting132

transfers between the components (coefficients �i;j, representing the proportion of C trans-133

ferred from compartment j to compartment i ) and cycling rates ki reflecting assumptions134

of first-order kinetics of loss (at rate C iki) from any given compartment:135

A m;m =

0

B
B
B
@

− k 1 � 1; 2 k 2 · · · �m;m k m
� 2 ;1 k 1 − k 2 · · · � 2 ;m k m

...
...

...
...

�m; 1 k 1 �m; 2 k 2 · · · −k m

1

C
C
C
A
; (2)136

This matrix contains information on the dynamics, structure, and size of a compartmen-137

tal model. The rate of exit of carbon from the system can also be obtained from this matrix138

by summing all column elements; i.e., the outputs from a pool that are not transferred to139

other pools are assumed to leave the compartmental system.140

The information of the amount of carbon entering the system to be partitioned among141

the compartments is contained in the input vector142

u =

0

B
B
B
@

u 1

u 2

...
u m

1

C
C
C
A
: (3)143

Linear autonomous systems of the form of equation (1) have an equilibrium point or144

steady-state solution x∗ given by145

x∗ = − A −1 u; (4)146

where the mass of the compartments do not change over time, and inputs are equal to147

outputs for all compartments.148
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2.2 Age distributions149

We define age � in a compartmental system as the time elapsed between the time of150

carbon entry until some generic time (Sierra et al., 2017). For a time-independent system151

in steady state, a probability distribution of ages of carbon in the compartments can be152

obtained using stochastic methods. According to Metzler and Sierra (2017), the vector of153

age densities for the compartments can be obtained as154

fa(�) = (X ∗)−1 ·e �A ·u (5)155

where X ∗ = diag (x ∗1; x
∗
2 ; : : : ; x

∗
m) is the diagonal matrix with the steady-state vector of156

carbon stocks as components, and e �A is the matrix exponential.157

For the whole system, the age distribution is given by158

f A (�) = − 1 ᵀ·A ·e �A · x�

‖ x� ‖
; (6)159

where the symbol ‖ · ‖ represents the sum of the masses in a vector.160

2.3 Transit Time distributions161

We define transit time as the time elapsed since carbon enters the compartmental162

system until it leaves the boundaries of the system (Sierra et al., 2017). The transit time163

is equivalent, therefore, to the age of the outflux. Metzler and Sierra (2017) also provide164

an explicit formula to obtain the transit time density distribution for a time-independent165

system at steady state as166

f T(�) = − 1 ᵀ·A ·e �A · u

‖ u‖
: (7)167

These distributions are densities, so they integrate to 1168

Z ∞

0

f A (�) d� =

Z ∞

0

f T(�) d� = 1: (8)169

3 Metho ds170

3.1 Radio carb on distributions from age and tr ansit time distributions171

We developed an algorithm to convert age and transit time distributions into ∆ 14 C172

distributions for any given year of observation.173

The algorithm works in three main steps, 1) homogenization, 2) discretization, and 3)174

aggregation (Figure 1). We describe these three steps in detail in the sections below, using175

mathematical notation for the system age distribution, but computations are similar for the176

transit time distribution, and the age distribution of individual compartments.177

3.1.1 Homogenization of input data178

The main inputs for the algorithm are an age distribution f A (�), and an atmospheric179

radiocarbon curve Fa(t ) that provides the ∆ 14 C value of atmospheric CO 2 for a calendar180

year t . To homogenize the time scales of both f A (�) and Fa(t ), we define the year of181

observation t 0, as the year of interest to produce the radiocarbon distribution.182

Since we are interested in determining the radiocarbon values of material observed in183

the system at time t 0, we will look in the radiocarbon curve − t years in the past to obtain184
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the radiocarbon values in the system with an age �. Therefore, atmospheric radiocarbon185

can be expressed as a function of age, i.e., Fa(t 0 − t ) = Fa(�) (Figure 1). Now, both the186

system age distribution f A (�) and the atmospheric radiocarbon curve Fa(�) are functions187

of the continuous variable � that represents age.188

Several atmospheric radiocarbon datasets can be found in the literature (Reimer et al.,189

2013, 2020; Hogg et al., 2013, 2020; Hua et al., 2013; Levin et al., 1980; Levin & Kromer,190

1997; Levin et al., 2010; Graven et al., 2017). Also forecasts of radiocarbon content in the191

atmosphere can be found in the recent literature (Graven, 2015; Sierra, 2018). However,192

these atmospheric radiocarbon datasets do not necessarily have the same resolution in time.193

Some of them provide predictions or data at an annual or four-monthly time step, while194

in other datasets, some ranges are spaced by decades. To homogenize the resolution of the195

∆ 14 C and to transform these radiocarbon datasets into a continuous function of �, we use196

a cubic spline interpolation to obtain ∆ 14 C values for any value of �. After this step, f A (�)197

can be computed for any value of � ∈ [0;∞ ), and Fa(�) until the last available date in the198

chosen radiocarbon atmospheric dataset.199

3.1.2 Discretization200

Although we have now the age distribution and the radiocarbon data as continuous201

functions of age, we need to discretize these functions in intervals of size h . The reason202

for this discretization is that the probability density function of age f A (�) is a measure of203

the relative likelihood of an infinitesimal amount of mass having an age�. But ultimately,204

we are interested in the probability that a small mass has certain radiocarbon distribution.205

Therefore, we need to discretize the probability density function to a probability mass206

function along a discrete variable T ∈ [0; T max ]. The new discrete probability function of207

ages can be defined as208

P A (� ≤ T ≤ � + h ) =

Z �+ h

�

f A (�)d�: (9)209

From this probability function, we can compute the proportion of total mass in the210

system with an age T as211

M (T ) = ‖ x∗ ‖ · P A (T ); (10)212

where213

TmaxX

0

P A (T ) ≈ 1;

TmaxX

0

M (T ) ≈ ‖ x∗ ‖ :

(11)214

Equation (11) implies that there is an approximation error by discretizing the contin-215

uous density function to a finite set of discrete intervals. This approximation error can be216

minimized by decreasing the size of the intervals h and extending T max as far as possible.217

Once we discretize f A (�) to P A (T ) and obtain discrete proportions of mass with certain218

age M (T ), we proceed to discretize the atmospheric radiocarbon curve with respect to the219

same discrete interval of ages T ∈ [0; T max ]. This is simply done by computing Fa(� = T ),220

whichmakes the assumption that within each interval [ �; �+ h ], the atmospheric radiocarbon221

value is equal to Fa(�).222
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3.1.3 Aggregation223

Now we are ready to combine the distribution of mass in the system at discrete age224

intervals with the atmospheric radiocarbon curve. To do so, we first find for each value of225

T ∈ [0; T max ] the corresponding values of mass M (T ) and radiocarbon Fa(T ). Then, we226

sum all the masses with similar ∆ 14 C values. The result can be organized as the amount of227

mass in discrete intervals of ∆ 14 C; i.e.,M (∆ 14 C) = M (Fa(T )).228

These steps can also be visualized through the graphs in Figure 1.229

We implemented these three steps in the R programming language, and use the package230

SoilR (Sierra, M¨uller, et al., 2012) to obtain the age distribution of the pools, the whole231

system, and the output flux (equivalent to the transit time) based on equations (5), (6), and232

(7). The versions used here were R version 4.0.3 and SoilR version 1.1 (Sierra et al., 2014).233

Since atmospheric 14 C concentration for the past 55,000 years is principally known from234

the radiocarbon curves, we could easily convert age into atmospheric ∆ 14 C. By matching235

the ∆ 14 C-based-on-age values with the previously estimated densities, we built barplots,236

gaining insight into the radiocarbon distributions for the model studied in this work. In the237

algorithm we defined four functions: PoolRDC , SystemRDC , TTRDC , and C14hist . The238

first three functions take the densities outputs, i.e., the carbon contents discretized by age,239

from built-in SoilR functions, such as transitTime and systemAge . The densities are subset240

to build bins through the C14hist function. The logical statements used to construct the241

bins are based on the atmospheric ∆ 14 C data and according to user-defined bin size b . This242

structure allows one to plot histogram-like graphs, where the height of the bars represent243

the amount of mass with corresponding ∆ 14 C values. Thus, our algorithm initialize from a244

compartmental matrix, an input vector and a radiocarbon calibration curve, and returns an245

object containing masses of C and their matching decay-corrected ∆ 14 C values, estimated246

for any given observation year . The match is done by assuming the year of observation as247

equivalent to the age of the pool or the system equals zero ( t 0 − t = � = 0). This means that248

past years, or older pool or system ages, are equivalent to the ∆ 14 C signal of the atmosphere249

of those years corrected by the radioactive decay of 14 C (average lifetime of 8,267 years, i.e.,250

half-life of 5,730 years).251

Besides the radiocarbon distributions for pools, whole system and output flux, one can252

also compute the expected value of ∆ 14 C from these distributions in any given observation253

year. This is done by computing the mean of ∆ 14 C weighted by the amount of carbon in254

∆ 14 C bins of size b . The standard deviation of the distribution is obtained as the square255

root of the difference between the square of the expected value and the expected value of256

the squares of ∆ 14 C values.257
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F]gure . Graphical visualization of the three main steps for the computation of radio carb on

distributions in a compartmental system using an atmospheric radio carb on curve of the carb on

inputs to the systems, and the age distribution of carb on in a compartmental system. Details

ab out each step are provided in the main text.

3.2 Carb on Cycle mo dels258

Our approach can be used to obtain radiocarbon distributions for linear compartmental259

models of any size representing carbon cycling processes at different scales and for different260

biological systems.261

We will focus here on a model that represents the dynamics of soil organic carbon262

at a temperate forest, which we call therein the Harvard Forest Soil (HFS) model. The263

model is based on measurements conducted at the Harvard Forest in Massachusetts, USA264

(Gaudinski et al., 2000; Sierra, Trumbore, et al., 2012). Soil samples collected in O-horizon,265

corresponding to 0 – 8 cm depth, and A-horizon (8 – 15 cm depth) were fractionated266

into seven soil fractions called: Dead Roots, Oi, Oe/a L, Oe/a H, A, LF ( > 80�m),267

A, LF (< 80�m), and Mineral Associated. They were obtained as follows: The O-horizon268

was subdivided after hand-picking into leaf litter ( Oi fraction), recognizable root litter269

(Oe/a Lfraction) and humified, i.e., organic matter that has been transformed by microbial270

action, corresponding to the fraction Oe/a H. Samples from the A-horizon were fractionated271

by density into low-density and high-density portions. The high-density portion corresponds272

to the Mineral Associatedfraction. The low-density portion is further subdivided by sieving273

into recognizable leaf larger than 80 �m (A, LF (> 80�m) fraction) and smaller than 80274

�m (A, LF (< 80�m) fraction). Details about the methods employed to fractionate the275

samples can be found in Gaudinski et al. (2000).276

The compartmental model consists of seven pools (Figure 2); one pool corresponds to277

dead roots x 1, and three pools correspond to three different types of organic matter in the278

surface layer (O) called Oi, Oe/a L, and Oe/a H, which corresponds to pools x 2 , x 3 , and279

x 4 in the model. Two additional pools, called A, LF (> 80�m), representing material from280

the A horizon that floats in a dense (1 g cm − 3 ) liquid and does not pass through an 80 �m281

sieve and A, LF ( < 80�m) (low density fraction passing the sieve), represent the dynamics282

–8–
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of two fractions in the soil A horizon with different granulometry, x 5 and x 6 , respectively.283

The seventh pool x 7 represents the dynamics of the mineral associated fraction (Sierra,284

Trumbore, et al., 2012).285

The HFS model was built by fitting of empirical radiocarbon data from the above286

described samples. Details about the use of the data to build the compartmental model are287

presented in Sierra, Trumbore, et al. (2012). For the same sites, there are independent data288

(i.e., data not used for estimating the compartmental matrix) available. The independent289

data used in this work consists of ∆ 14 C measurements on total soil CO 2 efflux collected290

in the years 1996, 1998, 2002, and 2008. The number of samples measured corresponding291

to the respective years was n = 12, n = 28, n = 23, and n = 10 . We used these data to292

compare the representativity of the mean ∆ 14 C measurements to the expected ∆ 14 C values293

obtained through our algorithm.294

220

Oi

98

Oe/a L

388

1366

Oe/a H

4

90

A, LF 

1800

A, LF 

560

Mineral associated

24

2.4

51

94

39

6

22

5.1

Total Soil 
Respiration

810 g m-2 yr-1

Dead roots

1530

35

30

190

Leaf litterfall 
150

Fine root 
production
 270

DOC
  2.7

15

255

Roots < 1yr

Ci

Fraction name

Root/ 
rhizosphere
respiration
 390

x1

Pool number

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

(>80μm)

(<80μm)

F]gure 2. Scheme of HF S mo del sto cks ( Ci ) and fluxes among compartments (adapted from

Sierra, Trumb ore, et al. (2012)).
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The system of ODE for the HFS model can then be expressed in compartmental form295

as296

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

˙x 1

˙x 2

˙x 3

˙x 4

˙x 5

˙x 6

˙x 7

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

=

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

255
150
0
0
0
0
0

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

+

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

−255=1530 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −150=220 0 0 0 0 0
0 98=152 −98=388 0 0 0 0

35=255 0 4=98 −39=1366 0 0 0
30=255 0 0 0 −30=90 0 0

0 0 0 0 24=30 −24=1800 0
0 3=152 0 0 0 3=25 −5=560

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

x 1

x 2

x 3

x 4

x 5

x 6

x 7

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

:

(12)297

3.3 Set of parameters298

As described before, in order to estimate the radiocarbon distributions and expected299

values of ∆ 14 C, the algorithm needs the following arguments: a compartmental matrix A ,300

containing the decomposition and transfer rates within the pools; an input vector u con-301

taining the input mass to be partitioned among the compartments; the year of observation302

(equivalent to year of sampling in an experimental framework); the number of years in the303

past one aims to compute the distributions for; and a set of radiocarbon values in the atmo-304

sphere, comprising the year of observation and the number of years chosen. An additional305

argument is h , the discretization size described above, which has a default value of 0.1 years,306

but could be modified according to user preferences.307

For the HFS model,A is the matrix in equation (12), with the form of equation (2),308

and u is the numeric vector in the same equation, with similar form as equation (3). We309

estimated the radiocarbon distributions for different years of observation, in order to address310

different research questions raised in this work. In the results we present the distributions311

for the individual pools, total outflux and whole system, for the years: 1965, 2027 and312

2100. Additionally, in theSupplementary Materialwe provide the non-stacked radiocarbon313

distributions of individual pools, total outflux and whole system for the years 1950, 1965,314

2027, and 2100. Radiocarbon distributions of the outflux are presented for the years: 1996,315

1998, 2002, and 2008, as for those years we also have independent ∆ 14 C data from soil316

CO 2 efflux to compare to our estimations. For all those estimations, the number of years317

of computation was 1,000 years. The bin size b ([h ]) for plotting the histograms was set as318

10 for most of the radiocarbon distributions, except for the year 1965, where it was set up319

to 40.320

3.3.1 Radiocarbon datasets321

The radiocarbon values used for years in the past, e.g., AD 1965, were obtained by322

merging the recently released IntCal20 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2020), which com-323

bines radiocarbon data and Bayesian statistical interpolation for the range 55,000 – 0 cal324

BP (BP = before present = AD 1950), and the records of atmospheric radiocarbon data325

compiled by Graven et al. (2017), from 1950 to 2015. Graven et al. (2017) also provides326

radiocarbon data in one-year resolution on the range 1850 to 1949. However, since in this327

range the estimations were partially based on the previous Northern Hemisphere calibration328

curve (IntCal13, Reimer et al. (2013)), we decided to subset Graven et al. (2017)’s dataset329

starting in AD 1950.330

For the years in the future, such as AD 2027 and 2100, we made use of the forecast331

simulations computed by Graven (2015), who simulated ∆ 14 C values in the atmosphere for332

four Represent Concentration Pathways of fossil fuel emissions: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6333

and RCP8.5. In this work we use the predictions based on the high emissions scenario334

(RCP8.5), starting in AD 2016.335
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The ∆ 14 C values in all datasets used in this work are written as the deviation from the336

standard representing the pre-industrial atmospheric 14 C concentration. The raw published337

values are already corrected for fractionation and decay with respect to the standard. It is338

equivalent to ∆ in Stuiver and Polach (1977). Thus, the equation it follows is339

∆ 14 C =
h
F 14 Ce �C (1950 −y) − 1

i
× 1000 [h ] (13)340

where F 14 C is the Fraction Modern ( A SN =A ON ), i.e., the sample ratio normalised to�13 C341

by oxalic acid standard (OXII), �C is the updated 14 C decay constant (equals 1 =8267 [y−1]),342

and y is the year of measurement.343

4 Results344

4.1 Shap e of the radio carb on distributions and their change over time345

Overall, our results show that even though the age and transit time distributions for346

this compartmental system are static (Figure 3), the radiocarbon distributions are highly347

dynamic. They change dramatically over time as the atmospheric CO 2 source is affected348

by the bomb spike and the Suess effect (Suess, 1955), i.e., the effect of the dilution of349

radiocarbon in the atmosphere due to the emission of fossil fuels ( 14 C-free). Pools that cycle350

fast, i.e., pools with sharp age distributions peaks, such as Dead Roots and Oi , followed most351

closely the radiocarbon dynamics in the atmosphere, while pools that cycle slowly showed352

a wide range of values. Consequently, the expected ∆ 14 C values also vary largely.353

The distributions we obtained for the compartments of the HFS model show very dif-354

ferent shapes for the different compartments (Figures 4, 5, and 6, and Figures S2, S3, S4355

and S5 in Supplementary Material). In 1965, just after the peak of bomb 14 C in the atmo-356

sphere due to nuclear weapons tests, pools that cycle fast had a wide ∆ 14 C range with high357

probability, due to the incorporation of radiocarbon values that changed rapidly over the358

period AD 1950 – 1965. Compartments that cycle slowly have a narrower distribution with359

their modes corresponding to negative ∆ 14 C values, as they represent pre-bomb atmospheric360

signals that varied less.361

For the whole system in AD 1965 (Figure 7), the distribution of radiocarbon aggregates362

the contributions of the different pools, which results in different peaks in the overall distri-363

bution. The mode (i.e., the ∆14 C with highest mass density) is below 0 h because a large364

portion of the total amount of carbon is contributed by the mineral associated pool that is365

predominantly still pre-bomb carbon with little contribution from carbon fixed after 1964.366

In addition, other pools that cycle fast, contribute relatively small amounts of bomb 14 C to367

the overall distribution.368

The radiocarbon distribution in the output flux in AD 1965 (Figure 7), i.e., the radio-369

carbon distribution that corresponds to the transit time distribution for this year, has three370

distinct peaks in the distribution. This distribution is very similar to that of the Dead Roots371

pool (Figure S3), which is the main contributor to the total respiration flux. However, other372

pools also contribute to the respiration flux with their radiocarbon signatures and emphasize373

fluxes from the fastest cycling pool (Oi) and respiration of carbon that was present in other374

pools before the bomb peak.375

The shapes of the distributions change dramatically for subsequent years after the bomb376

spike (Figure 5). For AD 2027, the expected ∆ 14 C values of fast pools drop considerably, in377

parallel with atmospheric 14 C, compared to AD 1965. These fast pools do not stored much378

radiocarbon from the bomb period, and their radiocarbon signatures reflect recent carbon379

from the atmosphere. In contrast, slow cycling pools in AD 2027 had relatively high ∆ 14 C380

values, mostly because they still contain radiocarbon from the bomb period. In the output381

flux, as expected, since the respiration flux is dominated by the faster-cycling pools such382
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as Dead Roots and Oi , most of the radiocarbon is narrowly distributed around the recent383

atmospheric ∆ 14 C value in 2027, with almost no contributions from bomb 14 C.384

By the year 2100, the atmospheric ∆ 14 C values have dropped to -254.5 h (Graven,385

2015), reflecting the Suess effect. The distributions of most pools are less variable. Faster386

cycling pools have dropped to reflect negative ∆ 14 C in the atmosphere over the 73 years387

since 2027, while the slow pools ( Mineral Associated, A, LF (< 80�m) and Oe/a Hpools)388

still show a wide range of ∆ 14 C values that includes C fixed during the bomb period (now389

∼ 150 years previously).390
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F]gure 3. Age distributions f or the Harvard Forest Soil mo del computed in a span of 1,000 year s

with a resolution of 0.1 year. The x-axis is limited to 150 years and the y-axis is limited to 0.15 for

b etter visualization of the data.
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distributions are computed over 1,000 years. The bin size b is equal to 40 h . The ex p ected value

and standard deviation of this distribution is 141 ± 280.
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computed over 1,000 years. The bin size b is equal to 10 h . The exp ected value and standard

deviation of this distribution is -147 ± 146.
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Figure 7. ∆ 14 C distributions of Outflux and Whole System of the HFS mo del for the years

1965, 2027 and 2100. The bin size b for all the three years is equal to 40 h .

Figure 8. Evolution of the exp ected ∆ 14 C values of Outflux and Whole System for the HFS

mo del b etween the years 1900 and 2100.
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Table 1. � 14 C ranges with the highest masses of radiocarbon according to our estimations; � 14 C

expected values according to weighted mean of mass distribution of radiocarbon; and observed � 14 C

mean values of soil CO2 e�ux.

� 14C [h ]

Year Primary Peaksa Secondary Peaksb Expected valuec Mean valued

1996 (112, 122] (-28, -18], (102, 112], (122, 212] 153� 107.6 129.5� 17.3

1998 (-37, -17], (93, 153] (153, 273], (323, 333], (493, 503] 139.4� 103.3 117.6� 26.2

2002 (82, 102] (-28,-18], (72, 82], (102, 152] 115.9� 96.3 100.8� 8.4

2008 (51,61] (41, 51], (61, 121], (-29, -19] 85� 89.7 74.8� 13.6

a For 1996, 2002 and 2008, masses� 103 g m� 2; For 1998, masses� 102 g m� 2;
b For 1996, 2002 and 2008, masses� 102 g m� 2; For 1998, masses� 10 g m� 2;
c Expected value of theoretical radiocarbon distribution of the Outux (weighted mean);
d Mean value of the � 14C values measured on soil CO2 e�ux from the Harvard Forest.

Figure 9. Comparison between theoretical radiocarbon distribution and independent empirical

data. a: Year of observation equals to AD 1996; b: Year of observation equals to AD 1998; c: Year

of observation equals to AD 2002; d: Year of observation equals to AD 2008.
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time distributions from compartmental systems, one should be able to assure that only one513

combination of rates in the compartmental matrix builds the estimated distributions.514

Moreover, as pointed out by Gaudinski et al. (2000), limited information about the515

cycling rates are obtained by 14 C measurements of bulk SOM made at a single point in516

time. Therefore, being able to compute radiocarbon distributions for different years of517

observation could improve the interpretations of the time-evolution of soil radiocarbon in518

terms of carbon dynamics.519

6 Conclusion520

Compartmental models are a common approach to describe the dynamics of open sys-521

tems, particularly when modeling the carbon cycle in ecosystems. The mathematical equa-522

tions developed to obtain age and transit time distributions are a robust approach already523

used in several contexts and, therefore, using these distributions to obtain radiocarbon dis-524

tributions in the same systems is a powerful method. The algorithm presented, besides525

being simple, demonstrated the potential power of the method. It also showed how, for a526

specific model, predictions can be compared with experimental data.527

Radiocarbon distributions can be used together with the known changes in atmospheric528

∆ 14 CO 2 to evaluate how models predict the changing distributions of radiocarbon in each529

compartment and its output over that last decades. This provides a powerful method to530

test models against observations and to refine model representations of C dynamics in soils531

and ecosystems.532

Our results also have shown that the heterogeneity of the ecosystems described through533

the mixing of matter in the pools, is related to the shapes of the radiocarbon distributions.534

As opposed to age and transit time distributions for systems in steady-state, radiocarbon535

distributions are expected to vary over time, strongly depending on the year of observation536

as a consequence of the dependence on the atmospheric 14 C input in the system. Thus,537

not only the distributions’ shapes will change according to the year of observation, but also538

their expected values, modes, and variance.539

Overall, fast cycling pools with less heterogeneity present narrow shapes for all the years540

of observations, whereas slower cycling pools as well as more heterogeneous compartments541

present wider shapes and multiple peaks of ∆ 14 C for high labelled years (e.g., 1965, when542

the concentrations of 14 C in the atmosphere were almost two times higher than the natural543

levels).544

The theoretical distributions can be estimated for specific time points, however, that is545

not always feasible in experiments. That means the estimations through the algorithm have546

to be taken carefully when one aims to compare them to empirical data. It is also important547

to be aware of the radiocarbon atmospheric values used to estimate the distributions, as the548

variation of atmospheric ∆ 14 C can influence the shapes and mean values of the distributions.549

In this sense, having accurate data on the 14 C contents in the atmosphere is key for the550

determination of the radiocarbon distributions in multiple interconnected compartmental551

systems.552
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